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MARCH 30 – APRIL 3
TOPIC: SALES, WAGE, INCOME, AND BENEFITS
PART 1.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Sales
- A fixed amount of money that an employee receives
- It is typically paid on a monthly or bimonthly basis (2 times in one month)
- An employee who receive salary is called salaried employee.
Wage
- An employee’s compensation based on an hourly rate of pay and the number of hours worked
- It is typically paid on a daily or weekly basis but there are also cases where it is paid on a monthly or
bimonthly basis
- An employee who receives wage is called wage earners.
Income
- The total amount earned not limited to employment
- It can also come from businesses, investments, and professional services
Benefits
- Additional compensations given to an employee separated from their regular salaries or wages
- It is provided through non-wage compensation, allowances, or incentives

PART 2.
SOLVING FOR TOTAL WAGE
- To solve for the total wage, we can use the formula
W=n×R
Where

(1)

W is the total wage,
n is the number of hours that an employee works for, and
R is the hourly rate the employee receives

EXAMPLE #1.
A man works in a tutorial center for rate of ₱300.00 per hour. He works 8 hours for 3 days. How much is
his total wage?
A. Solving for Total Wage
STEP 1. Compute for his total working hours (n). Since he worked 8 hours for 3 days, his total working hours
should be
n=8×3
n = 24 hours
STEP 2. Solve for Total Wage using formula 1 and the computed working hours from step 1
Given:
n = 24 hours
R = ₱300.00
W=n×R
W = 24 × 300

W = 7,200
therefore his total wage is ₱7,200.00
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I.

Directions: Copy the questions and answer the following on a ONE WHOLE SHEET OF YELLOW PAPER.
Show your complete solution and box your final answers.

1. A part-time driver works for 20 hours at a rate of ₱500.00 per hour. How much is his total wage?
2. A company employee works for 60 hours and received a total wage of ₱12,000.00. How much is the
hourly rate for his work?
3. Given a rate of ₱175.00 per hour, how many hours should you work to earn ₱35,962.50?
4. A tutor is getting paid for ₱75.00 per hour and she works for 7 hours per day. How much is his total
wage for the whole month given that she worked for 22 days during that month?
5. A wage earner worked for the whole week. He worked for 6 hours on Monday, Tuesday, and
Thursday. He also worked for 8 hours on the rest of the weekdays and only worked for 4 hours
during the weekends.
a. Draw a table showing the days of the weeks and the number of hours he worked on each
day
b. From your table, how many hours in total did he worked for?
c. What is his expected total wage for that week?

II.

Directions: Read about Gross and Net Earnings. Answer the following at the back of your paper or on a
new sheet of paper if there is not enough space.
1. What is gross earnings?
2. What is net earnings?
3. What are the examples of deductions an employee receives? Give as much as you can and give a
brief explanation of each of your answers.

